Instructions & Assembly

Barnel Professional Loppers

**A-Series** Anvil Lopper (ex: A26A)

**B-Series** Landscape/Tree Lopper (ex: B26A)

**H-Series** Horticultural Double Bumper Lopper (ex: H26A)

**M-Series** Mini/Vine Lopper (ex: M16A)

**OR-Series** Orchard Lopper (ex: OR26A)

**INSTRUCTIONS:** Open lopper handles all the way. Place lopper head on the subject green tree branch, as far into the jaw as possible, and squeeze handles together. Do not exceed the specified maximum cutting capacity (branch diameter) for the lopper series. Do not force, twist, pull, or rip fibers.

**MAINTENANCE:** [https://www.barnel.com/maintenance.php](https://www.barnel.com/maintenance.php)

**NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED.**

⚠️ Always use appropriate personal protective equipment.

Refer to the warnings and safety information provided with the product.
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